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About This Game

Music student Azusa is completely obsessed with the campus queen, Matsubara Mamiko, and for good reason. Mamiko is
beautiful, intelligent, compassionate… and completely out of Azusa’s league!

Azusa has long since resigned herself to the cold, hard reality that Mamiko will never return her feelings, and she’s fine with it!
At least, that’s what she tells herself – until she receives a text message one night from the mysterious ‘Venus’.

Word around the campus is that Venus can use her perplexing powers to bring any two people together, irregardless of how
incompatible they may seem. Before Venus will help Azusa, however, our heroine needs to prove her unyielding affection

towards her crush.

And how is Azusa going to do that…?
She has to take a candid photograph of Mamiko’s panties, of course!

Will Azusa succumb to Venus’ devilish temptations? Will Mamiko ever fall in love with her? Or are the rumors surrounding
Venus complete and utter nonsense?

No matter what happens, Azusa’s bound to have an exciting semester filled with intrigue, deception, and up-skirt photography!
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The heroine of the story. Azusa may be a student at the prestigious Victoria Academy of Music, but she doesn’t take her studies
seriously. She would far rather stare at the cute girls in her local maid café than practice the cello.

Azusa’s father is incredibly famous in the world of classical music, and Azusa has a lot to live up to. The professors at her
university constantly compare Azusa to her father, much to our heroine’s chagrin, and she’d really rather be judged on her own

merits than those of her father’s.

Unfortunately, Azusa’s only positive qualities are her exuberant energy and her unerring optimism.

Azusa’s childhood friend. Mari – or ‘Marilyn’ - has stood by Azusa’s side through thick and thin. Mari routinely waking Azusa
up in the mornings, reminds her about impending deadlines, and helps Azusa study in the university library.

Despite everything Mari does for Azusa, Azusa regards her as a bit of a nag, and wishes she would just lighten up a little.

The object of Azusa’s affections, and the most beautiful girl on the school campus. Mamiko is something of a musical genius,
who can play the piano, the clarinet, and the harp, but she never boasts about her great accomplishments.

All the girls in the Victoria Academy want to be like Mamiko, all the boys wish she was their girlfriend, and vice versa.
Unfortunately, Mamiko is simply too perfect, and most people are intimidated by her goddess-like demeanour.

Though Mamiko has a large number of fans, she doesn’t have many friends...

That is, until Azusa begins to pursue her.

Features:

join Azusa on her love quest
available in English and in Chinese
enjoy a cute and funny visual novel
small choices influence your ending
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I have been playing this for 127 hours and I only had a few minor bugs.The game works very well and I never had any crash or
freeze. I think that some bugs depend on what omputer is used. I have windows 10 and a dualcoreprocessor.
The game was abandond before it was finnished so there is some incorrect information in the game and some things were never
implemented like there is tractors with manual gearbox but manual svitching is not implemented so they work as a permanent
cvt2. One thing I don\u00b4t think work so good is animals. Chickens and goats are ok but cows produce little milk and I
couldn\u00b4t get the sheeps to produce any wool. It is based on a year so you sow in spring (or late fall) and harvest in the
summer or the autumn and you can advance time as much as you want so there is no waiting around.

If you are like me and think that the fun part with a game is to figure out how everything work and what information is correct
and what is wrong you should buy this. And if you want more information there is a fairly good guide on steam.

This is basicly a machinedriving simulator becauce that is what you do in this game but it works very well.. zero balance.

no updates.

dead game.. A lovely refreshing take on the classic arkanoid brick breaker type game...

Not only do you play levels in the classic vertical orientation, but in horisontal and also spherical layouts which keeps the level
design from being repetative. A great added feature is that your ship hasa blow/suck function which you use to collect shards
which are released after blocks are smashed to rack up your points. This feature also enables you to control your ball in the play
field, allowing you to curve the ball to specific locations which adds an added element of skill needed to master this game.

Did i mention boss battles? Oh, no? Well yes, theres boss battles :D!!!

All in all a very nice polished game, great to pick up and play when you not looking to get into anything deep....i recommend
this one if you like this genre of game.. This is a easy game. But thats ok because its also really well polished and has amazing
music. If you don't mind the lack of challenge its a lot of fun
. 199X starts off with a trigger warning. Yeah, it\u2019s going to be that kind of game: a homebrew RPG Maker affair with
stock graphics and a preachy message that aims to make the player feel like an awful human being.

Not even fifteen minutes in, you find yourself trapped in a hospital that an invisible narrator won't let you leave until
you\u2019ve explored five nearby hot spots. Which is fine; this is a thing that happens. Only 199X demands more of you. If you
want to do something as monumental as go outside, you need to advance every dialogue option for every hot spot, revisiting and
exhausting every conversation bracket available because it\u2019s very important you take the time to digest every little thing
the game has to say. Only then are you permitted to leave. I\u2019ve been in these kinds of situations before, so I settled down
and prepared myself for a couple of hours of being arrogantly lectured by a clumsily constructed video game. Only, that never
happened.

There\u2019s a saving grace to 199X: it builds around a reasonably clever setup, and and it is brilliantly written. You control
20-something Clara. And that, as the game\u2019s byline goes, is the problem. You\u2019re not actually playing as Clara, but
rather as yourself, exerting an external force that guides her every move like an ethereal puppeteer.

For her part, Clara wakes up in a hospital room without the ability to move by her own power and, after an understandable bit of
panic, seems to take to her situation quite well. Though you interact with each other through the game\u2019s limited
conversation branches, the exchanges are lively and full or personality. An early test of your newly-hijacked body asks you to
wander over and examine a fire extinguisher. Should you continue to enforce a keen interest in fire safety equipment, that
moment develops into an in-joke between the two of you.

Full Review \/\/ http:\/\/www.honestgamers.com\/13417\/pc\/199x\/review.html. This game is a masterpiece, no doubt about it.
However, this game is also underrated. From start to finish, the story stays engaging and enjoyable to play. While it does have
some problems, they are very minor and doesn't take away from the game. To put it into a score, its a sold 10\/10. If you are a
fan of games like the Legend of Zelda and like Japanese History, Culture, Mythology, etc. Try this game out.. It's pretty okay
dlc. A bit anticlimactic, but it does provide a fair challenge (i game over'd a couple times on some levels). It adds a bit more
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replayability to the game and becomes a bit more fun after you've completed it.. Not updated enough and not worth it, the game
is kind of fun but not the best, i think different games like this would be better
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when i die the game just freeze, when i access the settings, the screen goes darker and darker the more i press on the setting
menu, and im geeting 3 shot killed this game is a 1\/10 notin more. I like mystery games but this ones storry was not so
intheresting as i thoght. There could be changed some things.. I enjoyed this, it was challenging, to say the least. I had to use
walkthrough many times, since I just wanted to continue futher. The story was interesting, but some of the quizzes were too
hard and annoying to pass.. I'm pretty sure the servers aren't functional now. Even though he was nerfed, he's still a pretty good
character, and I can and will reccomend trying him any day.. i dont like it
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